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PICTURE BOOKS

We make children’s dreams come true

Introducing Clavis music
You can read books.
You can feel books.
You can see and experience books.

And now you can also hear books.
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Clavis Music

Clavis Music

Music is everywhere.

In the singing of birds. In the laughter of a baby.
In the whining of the wind.
And . . . in our books!
Clavis Music is a brand-new series for toddlers. We plot the stories
ourselves, we have them illustrated, and we create the sound effects.
Always with the richness and the child friendliness Clavis is famous for.
With Clavis Music we embrace both the power of reading and the
power of listening. We explore a new world: the world where books
and music meet. Will you join us in our adventure?
- Sigrid Werck, Publisher

the wind, the
Listen to the sound of
by . . .
little airplane passing

Join us in this musical adventure and
be the first to discover Clavis Music!
Clavis’ very first sound
book Potty
Music was a huge succe
ss – already
published in 15 langu
ages!
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2 YEARS AND UP

AT THE FARM WITH BOBBY

Two Clavis Music books:
Bobby visits a farm, and
Bobby explores the fascinating
world of vehicles

ON A JOURNEY WITH BOBBY

Bobby is always curious! Along with his dog he
discovers the world around him. Bobby travels
around in all kind of vehicles and he explores a
farm. Will you join him?
By Ruth Wielockx
Sounds: Clavis Music Studio
Board book with 7 sounds
210 x 220 mm
2 years and up
Themes: animals, vehicles
16 pages
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Listen to the sound of wind
rustling through the grass,
or of a tractor passing by ...
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2 YEARS AND UP

12 MONTHS AND UP

| Clavis Toddler

Playing and growing
with Little White Fish

LITTLE WHITE FISH HEARS
WATER MUSIC

Little White Fish hears a very special sound. Real
water music! All of his friends make different noises.
Where does that music come from?
By Guido Van Genechten
Sounds: Clavis Music Studio
Board book with 8 sounds
210 x 220 mm
2 years and up
Theme: animals, the sea
16 pages
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Can you memorize these Little
White Fish pictures?

Will you win this game?
Lotto game

Memory game

Little White Fish merch
andising
also available!
Are you a little fish or a big fish?
Grow chart
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2 YEARS AND UP

LISTEN TO THE SEASONS

Squirrel enjoys the sounds that surround him. From
birds in springtime to autumn rain, from animals in
summertime to gently falling snow in winter. Do you
want to join in and listen to the four seasons?
By Anita Bijsterbosch
Sounds: Clavis Music Studio
Board book with 7 sounds
210 x 220 mm
2 years and up
Theme: the seasons
16 pages
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12 MONTHS AND UP

MONKEY’S BIRTHDAY

12 MONTHS AND UP

| Clavis Toddler

A BITE FOR YOU

MONKEY SEARCHES
AND FINDS
Board book
s
with flaps

In each book in this series, Monkey explores the
world. He learns that a birthday comes with decorations, cake and presents. And when Monkey
searches his home for his teddy bear, he also
finds clothes, a ball, cars and much more.
Discover a fun surprise behind every flap!

More about Monkey

By Leen Van Durme
Board book with flaps
160 x 160 mm
12 months and up
Theme: daily life, the world
14 pages

Monkey and the Animals

Monkey Takes a Bath

Monkey Is Playing

Monkey Is Sleeping

Little Chicken gives all his animal friends a mouthful of food.
Crocodile has a huge snout; a lot of food goes in there. Squirrel
likes heaps of nuts, and Little Dog is looking for a large bone to
chew. But then . . . Little Chicken gets hungry himself!

By Mack van Gageldonk
Hardback with soft-padded cover and round corners
160 x 160 mm
12 months and up
Theme: food, animals
64 pages
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The first title
about little chicken

A Hundred Kisses before
Bedtime
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12 MONTHS AND UP

18 MONTHS AND UP

ME AND MY STREET

MY DADDY AND ME

In the same series

Me and My Cars

for babies

daily life

from 12 m.

skills

from 18 m.

emotions

from 24 m.

the world

from 30 m.

language
development

Vandaag ben ik in de speeltuin.
Lise is er ook. We spelen fijn samen.
En ik voel van alles: ik word boos, trots,
verdrietig, verlegen, bang en blij ...

Een leuk boekje met halve pagina’s die de emoties van een dagje
in de speeltuin verrassend tevoorschijn laten komen.
Voor peuters vanaf 30 maanden,
met de emoties van het kind als thema.

voor baby’s

dagelijks leven

vanaf 12 m.

vaardigheden

vanaf 18 m.

emotie

vanaf 24 m.

de wereld

vanaf 30 m.

taalontwikkeling

www.clavisbooks.com
ISBN 978-9044831528

Clavis peuter

I’m Angry and Happy

Vandaag ga ik naar school.
Ik maak me klaar en mama brengt me.
Het is leuk op school: de juf vertelt een verhaal,
ik speel met mijn vriendjes
en daarna gaan we knutselen!

Ik ga naar school

A little book filled with recognizable illustrations
of the many animals a child commonly encounters.
For toddlers ages 12 months and up,
with a focus on the child’s world.

and the

a ls
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Me

By Liesbet Slegers
Hardback with half pages
185 x 185 mm
18 months and up
Theme: emotions, family
32 pages

With
ges
half pa

Liesbet Slegers

A lot of animals live in my neighborhood.
The cow, the pig, the sheep and the chicken
live on the farm. In my garden, I can see a bird,
a squirrel and a mole. I also have pets:
a dog, a cat, a rabbit, a goldfish.
And then there are small animals like the bee,
the snail and the ladybird!

The young animals in these books think their mommy
and daddy are great. They do a lot together.
They laugh, they cuddle, they read, and they play.
There’s so much they both love! Will you come and
take a look?

Also by Liesbet
Slegers
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Me and the Animals

By Liesbet Slegers
Hardback with soft-padded cover and round corners
160 x 160 mm
12 months and up
Theme: the world
64 pages

MY MOMMY AND ME

Liesbet Slegers

Children are playing in the playground. People are
walking to the shop. Cars are passing by. And a bus
too! The garbage truck is collecting garbage. And a
dog is taken out for a walk. Wow, a lot of things are
happening on my street!

| Clavis Toddler

Eighth title
in
the series!

A

12

Een leuk boekje met halve pagina’s die de indrukken
van een dagje school verrassend tevoorschijn laten komen.
Voor peuters vanaf 30 maanden,
met de wereld rondom het kind als thema.

www.clavisbooks.com $11.95 US
ISBN: 978-1605372822

51195

voor baby’s

dagelijks leven

vanaf 12 m.

vaardigheden

vanaf 18 m.

NEW YORK

9 781605 372822

Me and the Animals

www.clavisbooks.com
ISBN 978-9044831542

emotie

vanaf 24 m.

de wereld

vanaf 30 m.

taalontwikkeling

Clavis peuter

I’m Going to School
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24 MONTHS AND UP

BEDTIME

Everyone has a bedtime routine. Penguin wants to
play in the snow. Little Turtle has to use the potty.
What does Victor want to do before bed?
By Guido Van Genechten
Board book
210 x 220 mm
24 months and up
Theme: daily life, bedtime
22 pages

New board
book
by Guido V
an
Genechten
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24 MONTHS AND UP

30 MONTHS AND UP

FALL WITH LILY AND MILO

SEM DOESN’T NEED HIS PACIFIER

It’s fall! Lily and Milo go and look for colorful leaves
and pinecones. But first they have to put on their raincoats and boots. Who’ll go with them to the forest?

Sem’s little brother is crying. Sem shares his blocks,
his car, his drawing things . . . but the baby keeps
crying. What does Sem’s little brother want?

In the same series

By Pauline Oud
Hardback with round corners
210 x 220 mm
24 months and up
Theme: the world, seasons
32 pages

By Pauline Oud
Board book
210 x 220 mm
30 months and up
Theme: skills
22 pages
Looking for Colors with
Lily and Milo

Lily and Milo’s House

| Clavis Toddler

First title in the
series

le in a new
Second tit
k series
board boo
Sem on His Potty
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30 MONTHS AND UP

30 MONTHS AND UP

ANNA AT THE NURSING HOME

| Clavis Toddler

MILAN AND THE PACIFIER TREE

Also about Milan

ble
s availa !
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t
0
Over 4 ccesful series
su
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By Kathleen Amant
Hardback with round corners
210 x 220 mm
30 months and up
Theme: skills
32 pages

Milan on His Potty

De mama van Milan heeft een dikke buik.
Er zit een baby in.
Als het een meisje is, krijgt Milan een zusje.
Als het een jongen is, krijgt hij een broertje.
Milan kan niet wachten om grote broer te worden!
Een warm verhaal over een nieuwe baby
en grote broer of zus worden.
Voor kinderen vanaf 24 maanden,
met de emoties van het kind als thema.

voor baby’s

dagelijks leven

vanaf 12 m.

vaardigheden

vanaf 18 m.

emotie

vanaf 24 m.

de wereld

vanaf 30 m.

taalontwikkeling

Kathleen Amant

Milan
wordt grote
broer

Milan wordt grote broer

By Kathleen Amant
Hardback with round corners
210 x 220 mm
30 months and up
Theme: family, emotions
32 pages

Milan loves his red pacifier. But Milan wants to be a big boy.
“Pacifiers are for babies,” he says. What will Milan do with
his pacifier?

Kathleen Amant

Anna and Mom are visiting Great Grandpa. Great Grandpa
lives in a nursing home where the nurses take very good
care of him. When Anna knocks at the door of Great
Grandpa’s room, he is not there. Where could he be?
Mom and Anna go looking for him.

ide
Worldw !
er
bestsell

www.clavisbooks.com
ISBN 978-9044831498

Clavis peuter

Big Brother Milan
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30 MONTHS AND UP

PEEKABOO, LITTLE CHAMELEON

3 YEARS AND UP

| Clavis Picture Books
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Also by Anita
Bijsterbosch

WHAT A NICE CAR!

New board book by
Anita Bijsterbosch
Also by Anita
Bijsterbosch
Anita Bijsterbosch
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It’s time for bed!
The kitten is yawning. Look. I think it is tired.
All the little animals are yawning.
And the little child? Is the little child yawning too?
You’ll find out in this reassuring book with flaps.

Mommy Chameleon and Little Chameleon are playing hide-and-seek.
Little Chameleon loves this game. He knows a few special hiding tricks.
Will you help look for Little Chameleon?

Anita Bijsterbosch
with
FLAPS
for babies

daily life

from 12 m.

skills

from 18 m.

emotions

from 24 m.

the world

from 30 m.

language
development

ISBN 978-1605374345

NEW YORK

90000

9 781605 374345

Everyone Is Yawning
Anita Bijsterbosch

Papa Seahorse has lost
one of his baby seahorses.
He looks behind the coral,
inside the shell and under the rocks.
But he just finds lots of other animals.
Can you count them?
And can you find the tenth baby seahorse?
A fun seek-and-count book about
Papa Seahorse and his ten baby seahorses.
For toddlers ages 30 months and up,
with a focus on the child’s
language development.

for babies

daily life

from 12 m.

skills

from 18 m.

ISBN 978-1605374376

emotions

from 24 m.

the world

from 30 m.

language
development

NEW YORK

9 781605 374376

Papa Seah orse’s
Search

Papa Seahorse’s Search

By Anita Bijsterbosch
Board book
210 x 220 mm
30 months and up
Theme: playing, language development
18 pages

Everyone Is

Everyone Is

A sleepy time book filled with friendly flaps
and tired animals. For toddlers aged 24 months and up,
with a focus on the child’s everyday life.

90000

with
FLA PS

Mouse is happy. He has a new car! He found it alongside
the road! He’s going to make a trip.
Elephant is sad. He lost his car . . . Or . . .?
By Anita Bijsterbosch
Hardback
290 x 210 mm
3 years and up
Theme: owning, sharing
32 pages

Anita Bijsterbosch

Papa Seahorse’s Search

Whose Hat Is That?
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3 YEARS AND UP

3 YEARS AND UP

ANNA AT SCHOOL.
GYMNASTICS CLASS

| Clavis Picture Books

LITTLE WITCH MIMI
AND THE GNOME

LITTLE WITCH MIMI
CELEBRATES CHRISTMAS

Little Witch Mimi takes a stroll through the
autumn woods. Suddenly she sees a tiny man,
bouncing to and fro on a mushroom. The gnome
has lost his way home. Little Witch Mimi decides
to help him.

It’s Christmas time. Little Witch Mimi wants a
Christmas tree. A very tall one, with lights
and balls and everything. She finds
one, but it’s much too tall. No matter how she digs and digs, the
tree won’t move.

By Kathleen Amant
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
3 years and up
Theme: friendship
32 pages

By Kathleen Amant
Hardback
235 x 325 mm
3 years and up
Theme: Christmas
32 pages
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Hurray! It’s Thursday! That means: gym for Anna and her friends at school. The
kids have put on their sneakers so they can run and jump. The gym teacher
picks them up and off they go!

First title in the
series

By Kathleen Amant
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
3 years and up
Theme: school, gymnastics class
32 pages
Anna at School. Happy
Easter!
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3 YEARS AND UP

3 YEARS AND UP

LUKE AND LOTTIE. IT’S CHRISTMAS!

It is almost Christmas! This evening, Grandpa and Grandma
will come for a visit. Luke and Lottie want the Christmas tree
to be ready for the visit. But where is the tree? Luke and Lottie
head out to pick the perfect tree.
By Ruth Wielockx
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
3 years and up
Theme: Christmas
32 pages

a new
Third title in nd
a
series: Luke
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a
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a
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the world!

More about Luke and Lottie

SANTA CLAUS AND THE CHRISTMAS MICE

The Christmas Elves are Santa’s helpers. Every year they prepare the Christmas presents. But now the Elves have fallen ill!
Luckily the Christmas Mice show up to help.
By Liesbet Slegers
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
3 years and up
Theme: Christmas
56 pages

Luke and Lottie. It’s
Halloween!

Luke and Lottie. It’s
Carnival!

| Clavis Picture Books

Concept bo
ok with
fun games a
nd
activities
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3 YEARS AND UP

3 YEARS AND UP

SARAH IN WINTER

I WANT THE MOON

Also about Sarah

It’s cold! Sarah and Grandma wear hats and mittens when they
walk to the vegetable garden. “The trees lost their leaves,”
Grandma explains. “Nature is asleep.” Great white flakes are
falling out of the sky. What could that be?
By Pauline Oud
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
3 years and up
Theme: the seasons
32 pages

| Clavis Picture Books

Sarah in Spring

In the same series

Sarah in Summer

Luke likes to play in his room. But today he already played with
all his toys. Luke wants something different. He wants . . . the
moon! But how do you play with the moon?
By Isabel M. Arques and Angela Pelaez-Vargas
Hardback
210 x 220 mm
3 years and up
Theme: imagination, the weather
32 pages

Sarah in Fall

I Want a Cloud

With
-dark!
glow-in-the
I Want the Sun
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3 YEARS AND UP

THE BIG FIVE

THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY
Danny is staying with his grandpa. In his home
there’s a painting with five wild animals on it.
“Those are the big five,” Grandpa says. “They
are the most famous animals from my homeland.”
Grandpa tells Danny about one animal each day of
his visit.
By Bella Makatini and Judi Abbot
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
3 years and up
Theme: family, animals
32 pages
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I’ve always loved writing. But I just didn’t come
up with a story for toddlers, until I saw the
announcement for the international children’s
story contest from Inclusive Works and Clavis
Publishing. The subject was: “Grandpa, Grandma and me in the multicultural society”. It appealed to me immediately, because of social
and personal interests. Through the veins of
my sons flows a mixture of South-African and
Dutch blood. My father came from South-Africa. He died two years before the birth of my
eldest son. My story The Big Five is about a
boy who sets off to discover the world of the
elephant, the lion, the rhinoceros, the leopard
and the buffalo. With this story I would like to
bring the two cultures together, and also to
bring to life for my sons, the grandfather they’ve
never known.
Bella
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3 YEARS AND UP

THE STARGAZERS

4 YEARS AND UP

Inspired by the We Love Marie-Fou
ndation,
a foundation that strives to give a
little
Stargazer doll to every child that
suffers
from a long-term illness

The Stargazers are little elves
living high up in the skies in their
cloud palace. When they see a
sad child on earth, they plunge
downwards through the clouds.
They listen, console, and catch
little tears in a bowl.
By Thaïs Vanderheyden
Hardback
210 x 290 mm
3 years and up
Theme: illness, hope
32 pages

BEAR DOESN’T WANT TO SLEEP

Also by Thaïs
Vanderheyden

Pili Pili and the Garbage
Dump Creatures

Also about Bear

Isn’t That Just Ordinary?

ed with
A book fill pe and
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| Clavis Picture Books

It’s time for hibernation. But Bear doesn’t want to sleep. He’ll
have to miss his friends for too long! Maybe he can make a
trip to the south, just like the birds. But is Bear brave enough
to do that?
By Jelleke Rijken and Mack van Gageldonk
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
4 years and up
Theme: friendship, bravery, hibernation
32 pages

Goodbye, Grandpa

The Big Surprise
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4 YEARS AND UP

RICKY AT THE BEACH

3 million
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This morning, Ricky got on the train with Mommy and Daddy.
For the first time, he’s going to the beach! It will be a great
vacation. Ricky is not only impressed by the sea, but also
by Abril, a girl rabbit he won’t easily forget . . .
By Guido Van Genechten
Hardback
210 x 290 mm
4 years and up
Theme: friendship, holiday
32 pages

THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY
Ricky and I met through the sun . . . I once
molded a small and simple rabbit: a body of
clay, arms, legs, ears and some plastic pants.
I let it dry in the sun. The next morning I noticed
that one ear had started to droop. And in a flash I
saw someone: the figure had become a person.
Vulnerable yet strong, insecure yet brave. And
most of all: different. Later, I found out his
name was Ricky. Since then, many children
and many parents recognized themselves in
Ricky. Everyone is a little different, so everyone
is a little Ricky.
Guido

about our
14th title
unny with
beloved b
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4 YEARS AND UP
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I’M A TIGER

More by Marieke
van Ditshuizen

Mommy often calls August wild. And tigers are wild, so August must be a tiger.
But what if he becomes a real tiger?
Tired of Those Monsters
By Marieke van Ditshuizen
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
4 years and up
Theme: fantasy, being energetic
32 pages

I Think Myself a Tiger

!
r
r
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4 YEARS AND UP

4 YEARS AND UP

Fourth title about
Sir Tim and his
dog Dragon

SIR TIM IS JEALOUS

| Clavis Picture Books

THAT’S FOR BABIES

In the same series

Sir Tim has a strange feeling in his stomach. His friend Saar
only plays with Max, and she doesn’t even look at Sir Tim.
Doesn’t she like him anymore?

Sir Tim Wants to Fly

Sir Tim Paints

By Judith Koppens and Eline van Lindenhuizen
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
4 years and up
Theme: emotions, friendship
32 pages
Sir Tim Wants a Dragon

Hurray! It’s Prunella’s birthday! That means: she’s not
a baby anymore. She puts her doll Sally away and she
doesn’t want to play with the other children anymore. She’s
going to undertake an adventure for big children, but what if
it starts to thunder at night?
By Jackie Azúa Kramer and Lisa Brandenburg
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
4 years and up
Theme: growing up
32 pages

Also by this duo

If You Want to Fall Asleep
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4 YEARS AND UP

4 YEARS AND UP

LITTLE PEACOCK PIO AND OWLET

SUPERFINN AND HIS CAPE

A story for beautiful little peacoc

be proud of what you can do and

At the beach, Little Peacock Pio finds an egg. An owlet
appears. A new friend! All animals talk about their talents,
but owlet doesn’t know yet what he’s good at . . .

ks:

who you are!

Also about Little
Peacock Pio

By Ruth Brillens and Rik De Wulf
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
4 years and up
Theme: talents, self-confidence
32 pages
Little Peacock Pio Pats
Someone on the Back

Finn can do anything. Climb trees in no time. Ride a
bike without using his hands. Build a huge tower (and
let it tumble down). No problem, as long as he’s wearing his super cape. But . . . what happens when he
loses his cape?
By Bianca Antonissen and Julie Mellan
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
4 years and up
Theme: talents, self-confidence
32 pages

| Clavis Picture Books
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4 YEARS AND UP

OFF TO SCHOOL TOGETHER

It’s the first day of school after a long vacation.
Raccoon takes a bite from his sandwich. When he’s
eaten the whole thing, it will be time to leave. So he
starts chewing slower and slower . . .
By Annemie Vandaele and Carolien Westermann
Hardback
210 x 290 mm
4 years and up
Theme: first day of school
32 pages

About the fi
rst
day of scho
ol

Also by this duo
Annemie Vandaele & Carolien Westermann

Het is de laatste schooldag
en straks begint de vakantie.
In de holle boom van juf Hermelijn
lijkt iedereen blij, behalve Bever.
Hij gaat zijn juf vooral heel erg missen.
Gelukkig weet juf Hermelijn daar wel iets op.

Annemie Vandaele & Carolien Westermann

Een hartverwarmend verhaal
over het einde van een schooljaar.
Voor juﬀen, meesters en
kleine hartenbrekers vanaf 4 jaar.

www.clavisbooks.com
ISBN 978-9044829525

Clavis

I’ll Miss You, Miss
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4 YEARS AND UP

ICE CREAM PARTY

5 YEARS AND UP

A funny an
d magical
book about
being
yourself

MY FRIEND THE WITCH CAT

| Clavis Picture Books

Perfe
c
Hallo t for
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Noah meets the little cat Salmiak. Salmiak’s run
away from his owner: a nasty witch! The witch
tries everything to get her cat back, but Noah
won’t let his new friend down.
By Sanne Miltenburg
Hardback
210 x 290 mm
5 years and up
Theme: cats, Halloween
32 pages

Also by Sanne
Miltenburg

A fresh and funny picture book
about dads and their sons.
For everyone ages 4 and up.

Sanne Miltenburg

We got a flyer for
in our mailbox today.
There are all sorts of dads in the Daddy Store.
I myself already have a dad. But I don’t really like him.
When Dad plays soccer with me, he gets tired after five minutes.
When I jump from the highest diving board into the swimming pool,
he doesn’t even see me. And at the fair, he thinks everything is too expensive.
I’ve had enough! I am going to exchange my daddy for a different one.
really more fun?
But are the dads in

T he

dy Store
Dad

TRADEIN
OFFER

www.clavisbooks.com $16.95 US
ISBN: 978-1605372662

Little Witch is invited to an ice cream party. But the
invitation card says she should wear a cheerful flowery
dress, and Little Witch only has black clothes . . . What
can she do?
By Ratna Kusuma Halim
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
4 years and up
Theme: being yourself
32 pages

NEW YORK

51695

Sanne Miltenburg

9 781605 372662

The Daddy Store

When Will Fall Arrive?
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4 YEARS AND UP

5 YEARS AND UP

ELLA, THE SWINGING DUCKLING

| Clavis Picture Books

WHERE’S FLUFFY?

Duckling Ella is a little different from the others.
Less neat. Less obedient. And all day long she
sings her own songs! The other animals need
time to get used to this . . .
By Suzan Overmeer and Myriam Berenschot
Hardback
210 x 290 mm
4 years and up
Theme: music, friendship
32 pages

cher
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Writte n Overmeer
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Also by this duo

Pink Little Me

What a nice day! Nina is on the beach along with her daddy
and her mommy. And with her soft toy Fluffy. But when she
goes to bed, Nina suddenly gets worried. She left Fluffy at the
beach!

By the same
illustrator

By Mieke van Hooft and Eline van Lindenhuizen
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
5 years and up
Theme: loss, friendship
32 pages
Dreaming of Mocha

45

4 YEARS AND UP

THE LOST TOOTH

The Key Colours International Illustrators’ competition
is now even more international!
Every two years Clavis Publishing and the City of Hasselt organize the Key Colours
International Illustrators’ Award for children’s books illustrators. Starting artists submit their ideas for a children’s picture book, thus standing a chance of gaining a
sum of money and a publishing agreement.
In the past, the Key Colours Competition has proved to be the springboard for international talents. It was at this contest in 1998 that Guido Van Genechten was discovered, world-famous for his picture books about the rabbit Ricky.
After eleven successful editions the talent scouting has been launched in China in
cooperation with our Chinese partner UTOP. The winner, Mr. Cat and the Little Girl
by Wang Yuwei, was published in the beginning of 2018. We’re proud to say that
we’ve decided to also publish the five runner-ups.
We look forward to discover more talented artists in
the next editions of the Key Colours Competition!
- Philippe Werck, Publisher

| Clavis Picture Books

Author discove
red at the
Key Colours Il
lustrators’
Competition
China!

What a strange sight! Kitty has lost a tooth. He’s very
ashamed. Now all of his friends will laugh at him . . .
Or is a lost tooth something to be proud of?
By Li Meng and Wang Jia
Hardback
210 x 290 mm
4 years and up
Theme: Losing a tooth
32 pages
World rights available except for
Simplified- and Complex Chinese
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4 YEARS AND UP

A LITTLE GHOST IN THE CLASSROOM

| Clavis Picture Books

THE SNORING MONSTER

Author discovered at the
Key Colours Illustrato
rs’
Competition China!

There’s a new friend in the classroom. The only thing is . . .
nobody can see him. The teacher explains: the new classmate is a ghost! But luckily you can have a lot of fun with
ghosts!
By Ma Bu
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
4 years and up
Theme: being different
32 pages
World rights available except for
Simplified- and Complex Chinese

The little boy wakes up in the middle of the night. What’s that noise?
It’s coming from his parents’ bedroom. Is that . . . snoring?

t the
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C

By Guo Yuan
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
4 years and up
Theme: snoring
32 pages
World rights available except for
Simplified- and Complex Chinese
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5 YEARS AND UP

THE GIRL WITHOUT
A SHADOW

Milly never wins. She loses all the games she plays. She
always loses her belongings. And in the end, she even
loses her own shadow! Will she be able to find it (along
with her self-confidence)?
By Lin Sha
Hardback
210 x 290 mm
5 years and up
Theme: self-knowledge, perseverance
32 pages
World rights available except for
Simplified- and Complex Chinese

Author disco
vered at the
Key Colours
Illustrators
’
Competitio
n China!
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5 YEARS AND UP

THE LAST PARCELS

5 YEARS AND UP

Author disco
vered at the
Key Colours
Illustrators
’
Competitio
n China!

| Clavis Picture Books

FOX WANTS TO GO TO THE MOON
An emotional
picture book
about dealing
with loss
but also abou
t finding
friendship
Fox is sad. Daddy is not around anymore, and he
misses him. Maybe Daddy is on the moon! Fox wants
to travel to the moon himself. Will he be able to do
that? On his way to the moon, he encounters a special
someone . . .
By Floor Tinga
Hardback
210 x 290 mm
5 years and up
Theme: loss, grief, friendship
32 pages

Mister Mole’s going to retire. All his life he’s delivered packages to the other
animals, but today it’s his last round as a mail carrier. Back at home there’s a
surprise waiting for him: a package of his own!
By Feng Ziyi
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
5 years and up
Theme: making others happy, surprise
32 pages
World rights available except for
Simplified- and Complex Chinese
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5 YEARS AND UP

WHEN I LOOK UP
What do you see when you look up? Where does your
imagination take you? What do you wish for? A story
about dreaming of beautiful things, and about being satisfied with what you’ve got.
By Ellen DeLange and Jenny Meilihove
Hardback
210 x 290 mm
5 years and up
Theme: dreams, happiness
32 pages

Also by this duo

I Will Always Be Happy to
See You
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5 YEARS AND UP

I LOVE ME TOO!

THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY

Daddy Fluff and Little Fluffy love one another. But ...
Daddy Fluff also loves himself. This is something Little
Fluffy doesn’t quite understand. If Daddy loves himself,
does he have enough love left to give to Little Fluffy?
By Daniëlle Schothorst
Hardback
210 x 290 mm
5 years and up
Theme: self-love, family
32 pages

Also by Daniëlle
Schothorst

Hello, I’m Daniëlle, and I’m the author and
illustrator of I Love Me Too. Sometimes I write
books about greater or smaller events my
children have experienced. Or about memories
of my own youth. But mostly I make up fantasy
stories that sometimes keep me brooding for
months. This time it was totally different. One
morning, I woke up with the story in my head. A
story about love, about loving. Not only loving
somebody else, but also about loving yourself.
It was a message for myself. I flew out of bed
right into my desk. Without a cup of tea, without
breakfast. No, I had to put this story on paper
immediately. When the story was finished, I
looked into the mirror, and I said:
“Hey, funny one!”
The image in the mirror answered: “Who? Me?!”
“Yes, you! I love you!”
For a moment my image didn’t say a word. She
hesitated. But then she said with a radiant smile:
“I love me too!”
Daniëlle

The Brightest Star
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THE MOST DELICIOUS CAKE

| Clavis Picture Books

A WARM FRIENDSHIP
The mayor is hungry! All the bakers in the village
immediately start off to make the most delicious
cake. But what is tastier? Chocolate cake, fruit cake,
or . . . chocolate fruit cake?
By Madelon Koelinga
Hardback
210 x 290 mm
5 years and up
Theme: sweets, working together
32 pages

Meer van Madelon
Koelinga

By Ellen DeLange and Jacqueline Molnár
Hardback
210 x 290 mm
5 years and up
Theme: friendship
32 pages

Also by Madelon
Koelinga
Madelon Koelinga

O

nce upon a time, there was a princess
who had thousands of shoes.
For every dress
she had many matching pairs of shoes.
But still the princess felt something was missing –
she just didn’t know what.
Then, one day, she saw a woman wearing of shoes
she had never seen before….
A royal story about a princess who discovers
that having everything you could wish for
doesn’t make you happy.
For everyone age 4 and up.

The Princess of Shoes

www.clavisbooks.com $16.95 US / $18.95 CAN
ISBN: 978-1605372358

NEW YORK

Brr! Snowman is cold. Luckily Squirrel is
nearby. He makes sure his new friend gets
comfortably thick clothes. But then slowly it
starts to get warmer . . .

Madelon Koelinga

The Princess of Shoes
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5 YEARS AND UP

WHAT IF?

What if monkeys could cook? What if witches didn’t fly on
broomsticks, but on vacuum cleaners? What if the moon
was made out of cheese? And if knights rode on cows?
What if you were allowed to keep a tiger as a pet?
By Ine De Volder and Michaël Olbrechts
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
5 years and up
Theme: imagination
32 pages

NON-FICTION

NON-FICTION

Discover the world with Clavis Non-Fiction

ld

Children are adventurous. Every day they explore the world.
They dig in gardens, climb over fences, pet animals, smell flowers . . .
They just try and do.

r
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BUTTERFLIES IN MY STOMACH:
THIS IS US

ies In My
rfl

C hi

If you want to learn, you have to be brave.
You have to dare to ask the right questions. And not be afraid of the answers.
If you have this attitude, the world is at your feet.

| Clavis Picture Books
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A new series about sex education,
with tailor made books
for different age categories.

But children can’t learn everything from exploration.
Sometimes they need a little help. From their parents.
A teacher. Or a book.
Clavis is here to help. Proudly we present two new non-fiction series:
Butterflies In My Stomach about sex education,
and Band-Aid about social-emotional problems.
Our books are straightforward, there are no questions we avoid.
And we’re not afraid to give honest answers.
Our books are aimed at children who want to learn.

- Philippe Werck, Publisher
Get to know your own body. Head, belly, legs,
arms and hands. Together we explore all body parts.
By Pauline Oud
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
4 years and up
Theme: the body
32 pages
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CHILD A

BU

A series of picture books with beautiful stories and instructive notes full
of background information and tips.
This series makes it easier to talk
about sensitive psychological and
medical problems. Written by authors
with professional backgrounds.

Luke is a shy boy. Perhaps a bit too much, his grandparents
think. When they talk about it, Luke confesses that his daddy
often gets angry with him. Perhaps a bit too much as well …
By Ilona Lammertink and Els Vermeltfoort
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
5 years and up
Theme: domestic violence
48 pages

Tomorrow is Finn’s birthday. And he’s nervous. Finn doesn’t
like it when unexpected things happen. But that’s not a
problem: maybe he and his friends can simply plan the
entire day! Or is that impossible?
By An Swerts and Aron Dijkstra
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
6 years and up
Theme: autism
48 pages
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| Clavis Picture Books

More professions

TRUCK DRIVERS AND WHAT THEY DO

Ballerinas and What They Do

Pilots and What They Do

Doctors and What They Do

Teachers and What They Do

Chefs and What They Do

Astronauts and What They Do

Dentists and What They Do

Race Car Drivers and What They Do

Firefighters and What They Do

Already
24 titles availabl
e
in the informativ
e
Profession Series!

Take a look around. Almost everything you see was transported
in a truck. The couch, the flour to make bread, fruit, vegetables,
even toilet paper! The truck driver takes care of loading,
transporting, and unloading.
By Liesbet Slegers
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
5 years and up
Theme: professions
32 pages
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NON-FICTION

THE CLIMATE MATES. PLASTIC SOUP

THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY

This important series about climate
change and the environment shows
children how they can improve the
world around them with only very
small actions.
Also in this series

Wet Feet

The Climate Mates enjoy the sun and the sea. Frog takes a dive
into the water, but when he reappears, he looks like a real plastic sea monster. All kinds of rubbish are is sticking to his body!
Luckily, the Climate Friends know how to solve the problem.

We all know our climate is changing, and that
there are consequences for our surroundings.
Piles and piles of reports have been written
on the theme already, but there are not many
children’s books tackling the problem. As
parents and education specialists, we are
convinced that children will be the ones to make
change happen. Things we teach our children
are decisive for how the earth will be in future.
Based on this thought the Climate Mates were
created: a group of animal friends, showing in an
accessible and humorous way how we can take
care of our environment. Lots of children have
been inspired by the adventures of the Climate
Friends already. They’ve experienced how you
can achieve big goals with small efforts. Hooray
for the kids . . . and for the Climate Mates!
Judith & Andy

It’s So Hot!

By Judith Koppens, Andy Engel and Nynke Mare Talsma
Hardback
250 x 260mm
5 years and up
Theme: climate change, the environment
32 pages
Warm Sweater Day
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THE RIDDLE OF THE GIANTS.
DINOSAURS

WONDER

| Clavis Picture Books

BEAUTIFUL BUILDINGS
22nd title in this series which com
bines
beautiful photographs and fun dra
wings

Second title in th
e new
non-fiction series
WOW

e
Discover th
rld of
magical wo
rs!
the dinosau
Come along to the world of the dinosaurs. Millions of years ago, when those
enormous animals walked around on our planet, the earth was totally different
from the world we know today. An instructive safari discovering the giants from
the past.
By Mack van Gageldonk
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
5 years and up
Theme: nature, dinosaurs
64 pages

Also in this series

The Magic of Nature.
Magical Plants and
Animals

Find out why the tower of Pisa is famous. Travel to the Taj Mahal.
Visit the Colosseum. Learn about the Eiffel tower. And help find
the Sphinx’s nose at the three pyramids of Gizeh.
By Mack van Gageldonk
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
5 years and up
Theme: buildings, architecture
80 pages

Filled with intere
sting facts
and special storie
s about beautiful
buildings all over
the world
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NON-FICTION

WILD ANIMALS IN THE SNOW

NON-FICTION

In coop
eration
with W
WF!
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TO THE SWIMMING POOL
What are swimming lessons? Why are you
not allowed to go into the deep end of the
pool immediately? What is chlorine? Can you
swim outside as well? How do you practice
breaststroke? Did people in the past swim as
well? This instructive book will answer all your
questions about the swimming pool!
By Lucas Arnoldussen and Hiky Helmantel
Hardback with a half page, two fold-out pages and a flap
250 x 260 mm
5 years and up
Theme: the swimming pool
32 pages

In the same series

Want to know
Become acquainted with the nicest animals living in snowy landscapes.
This book has stories to read aloud, followed by double pages with photographs and fun facts. Thus, you really get to know the animals.
By Marja Baeten and Gertie Jaquet
Hardback
250 x 260 mm
4 years and up
Theme: animals
64 pages

Wild Animals of the Savannah

Wild Animals of the Woods

Want to know

Want to know

n at u r e

hist o r y

Want to Know is a strong concept of non-fiction books

• Informative series about accessible themes
• 4 main themes (History, Nature, A lot to do and the World) and several subthemes
• Identical structure in each title: a big folding page in the middle,
an activity page with games and a quiz
• For children between 3 and 6 years old

Want to know
t h e w o r ld

Want to k

a l ot t o d
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We make children’s dreams come true
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| Clavis Read Aloud

WATER FUN
READ ALOUD

Also about Polly and Joe

Polly
14.700 words

Wiggly Tooth
19.000 words

Joe
17.500 words

• The fourth collection of read aloud stories about
our little friends Polly and Joe, for 5+
• 18 funny and surprising stories about recognizable,
everyday situations
• With many colorful illustrations

Joe is taking the final swimming test. At first, it was hard to swim under water
but that’s going better now. Well, most of the time, at least. Because when
it’s his turn, he fails. The water suddenly seems so deep. Luckily, Polly is
there to cheer him on and soon Joe is proudly standing by the pool with
his swimming certificate in hand. Dad is taking pictures. Joe’s brother Sven
suggests Dad will take a better picture if he takes just one little step back …

By Isabelle de Ridder and Monique Dozy
Hardback
210 x 290 mm
5 years and up
Theme: humor, growing up, friendship
84 pages
21.300 words
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5 YEARS AND UP
Picture books
about Owl

THE STORIES ABOUT
EVERYTHING
READ ALOUD

Things to Remember

Everything Is Dark

• Over forty fun read-aloud stories about Owl
and his friends, for 5+
• The hero in our picture book series about
Owl finally can tell his own stories!
• Janna de Lathouder loves to create stories
– read more about her on the right
Everything Is Quiet

How wonderful that you want to read my stories! It was my best friend Squirrel’s
idea; he’s always telling me I have all kinds of adventures. And he believes
everyone should hear my stories. That’s why we made this book together.

By Janna de Lathouder and Anne Schneider
210 x 290 mm
5 years and up
Theme: friendship, animals
128 pages
26.500 words

THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY
All of the stories in our picture books are somewhat autobiographical. They are always about
curiosity and the joy of life.
Like some of the characters, there are a lot of
things that I want. And I want them fast.
And preferably: all at once. And just like Owl
I have a big imagination, and still from time to
time, I get surprised.
With my dear friend Anne Schneider I’ve now
made five picture books (three about Owl) and
one read-out-loud collection. We hope that our
books are not only fun for kids to listen to, but
that readers will want to take them from the bookshelves over and over.
I find it important to create main characters that
are round; with many layers. So it’s
possible that they remind the reader
of someone they know. I hope you enjoy
my - and Owl’s - stories!
Janna

Clavis Learn to Read

| 6 YEARS AND UP

7 YEARS AND UP

RAVEN AND PARROT. TO THE LAST WILDERNESS

|

Clavis Early Readers

THREE STORIES TO SCORE A PERFECT HATTRICK

• An adventurous story to read together and to learn
to read in three levels, for 6+
•Three titles about our soccer hero Kief
now in one big bundle!

• Filled with interesting facts about nature
• With beautiful full-color illustrations

• With black-and-white illustrations

Also about Raven and Parrot

Learn to Read
with Raven and Parrot.
To the Roof of the World
3000 words

Raven and Parrot want to go to a place where the sun never sets: Lapland.
The friends enjoy the beauty of nature, but then Parrot feels a sting and
suddenly his whole body itches. When he hears of an herb that takes away
the itchiness, the two friends go looking for it together. They get help from
a group of lemmings and an elk. Will the two friends find the herb and cure
Parrot from his itch?

Learn to Read
with Raven and Parrot.
To the Far Plain
2800 words

By Li Lefébure and Jenny Bakker
250 x 260 mm
6 years and up
Theme: animals, nature, science
32 pages
2500 words

LEARN TO READ

Learn to Read
with Raven and Parrot.
To the Source of the Nile
3000 words

The best way to get introduced to the adventures of
Kief, the Goal Thief. The popular stories: The New
Club, Top-Level Soccer and Between the Poles in
one big book.

By Gerard van Gemert and Mark Janssen
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
7 years and up
Theme: soccer
176 pages

TH

• Translated into Spanish, Danish,
German, Greek and Arabic!
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8 YEARS AND UP

FULL OF FIRE

New
Talent

|

Clavis Middle Grade

OLLY AND THE CURSE OF THE BOOKS

Discovered by

First title in the series

Work to Do!
13.600 words

• A funny and exciting story about the
(magical) power of books, for 8+
• Second story in the fun and inspiring series about creative and courageous duo Brit and Boris, for 8+

• Filled with imagination: Olly and Bibi
go on an adventure in an alternate
reality

• With a focus on entrepreneurship: filled with practical
tips to start your own project

• With black-and-white illustrations

• With black-and-white illustrations

Brit and Boris have started their own investigation. They have to! Their friend Bert
is missing and the local supermarket is being raided at almost exactly the same
time. Is there a connection? Their detective work leads to all kinds of dangerous
situations: they meet a gang of criminal drugs makers, they track down a case
of blackmail, and when they are locked up in a garage, it is set on fire. Will this
adventure end well?

By Folkert Oldersma and Frodo De Decker
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
8 years and up
Theme: self-reliance, entrepreneurship
136 pages
21.900 words

Nothing exciting ever happens in Plummert. Until suddenly a few children in
town start disappearing. When one morning Olly’s little sister is gone, he and
his friend Bibi start their own investigation. They discover librarian Bump is
into black magic and soon they find out what’s happening: enchanted books
have dragged children into their worlds. Olly and Bibi have no choice but to
dive into the books themselves. They have to save everyone!

By Brenda Heijnis and Esther Leeuwrik
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
8 years and up
Theme: reading, books, adventure
184 pages
34.400 words
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CANDY PLANET

|

Clavis Middle Grade

NEVER AGAIN, SNEEZY
Also by Ingrid Vandekerckhove

Super!
6500 words

Eureka!
10.300 words

The first story about Sneezy

Oblivion Soup
10.200 words

Miss You, Sneezy
22.700 words

• A funny and imaginative story about a world filled
with candy and dangerous dragons, for 8+

• The second adventurous story about little girl Sneezy,
filled with humor, imagination and love, for 8+

• With black-and-white illustrations

• With black-and-white illustrations

I must be in paradise. There’s candy everywhere. Instead of trees I see a forest
of lollipops. Instead of grass there are fields of sour balls, taffies, licorice and
meringue. There are no flowers in the bushes but cotton candy. The houses are
made of gingerbread. It’s lovely on Candy Planet. But there’s danger, too! There
are droogs; dangerous dragons. Can I save Candy Planet?

By Ingrid Vandekerckhove and Jolanda van der Burgt
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
8 years and up
Theme: adventure, imagination
56 pages
10.000 words

Sneezy is still called Sneezy. Her mother is still the size of a toddler and Bas
Clover, a giant man with a voice as loud as a horn wants to marry her. On
top of that, his daughter Mia is suddenly no longer Sneezy’s best friend and
they are all moving in together in a renovated barn. Luckily, Sneezy finds
a new friend. Though this leads to trouble, too. As if Sneezy didn’t have
enough to worry about.

By Margreet Schouwenaar and Jolanda van der Burgt
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
8 years and up
Theme: humor, imagination
128 pages
26.900 words
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THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY

AWAY WITH THE TEACHER

My name is Nadja Van Sever. I write children’s
books and teach in primary school. Last year I
had a boy with ADHD in my class: Thomas. He
is impulsive and rebels against authority. He
pulls one prank after another and gets under
everyone’s skin, especially the younger teachers’. But Thomas also has a heart of gold. He
fights for justice, which most people don’t see.

Also by Nadja van Sever

The Magical Pen
17.500 words

A Taste of Your Own Medicine
37.700 words

Fiona Is a Little Pentagon
18.100 words

That’s why I wrote a book about Thomas, so children could read what it’s like to live with ADHD
and above all, so they could enjoy an exciting
story in which Thomas plays the lead.

• Funny story about good and bad students and teachers, for 9+
• Lightly and positively touches the theme of ADHD
• Author Nadja van Sever is a teacher and writes about themes
she deals with in the classroom: bullying, autism, dyslexia, etc.
Read Nadja’s story on the right!

Miss Emma is gone. Too bad, because she was a fun teacher. Maybe Kobe and
his classmates teased her one too many times? In any case, there’s a new teacher
now. Her name is Bep and she’s no fun at all. She is strict, can’t take a joke and
even puts children in the closet when they misbehave! And then Kobe finds out
Miss Bep might have something to do with the disappearance of Miss Emma …

By Nadja van Sever and Madelon Koelinga
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
9 years and up
Theme: ADHD
168 pages
31.000 words

Nadja
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THE MADONNAS. PASSED BY

|

Clavis Middle Grade

THE SOCCER HEROES. THE RESCUE

First title in the series

• Eighteenth title in the bestselling
series The Soccer Heroes, for 9+
• Over 150.000 copies sold and translated
into Spanish, Portuguese, Persian and Norwegian!

THE S

OC

The Madonnas. Intercepted
33.300 words

OES

• With black-and-white illustrations

CER H

• The second fast and exciting title in the new series about girls’
soccer, for sports-minded girls and boys of 10+
• A story about an extremely ambitious soccer-loving girl inter
twined with an exciting whodunit
• By bestselling sports author Gerard van Gemert

Myrthe is proud. Her team, the Madonnas, is promoted and prepares for a
new season. The girls all want to play and there is a tough competition. Right
before they go to the tournament in London everyone is on edge: there will
be talent-scouts to look for promising players. But suddenly a few teammates
are out of shape – it’s a mystery until Myrthe realizes that someone is putting
something in the sport drinks. Who is trying to sabotage the tournament?

By Gerard van Gemert and Conz
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
9 years and up
Theme: sports, competition
160 pages
33.600 words

Stijn and Storm are preparing for the Champions League finals. A gang
wants them to influence the game, which puts them under pressure. Will
the coach even select Stijn and Storm? When an unknown boy from town
asks them for help, the two friends end up in a strange adventure. It gets
so weird, the finals suddenly don’t seem so important anymore …

ER
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By Gerard van Gemert and Mark Janssen
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
9 years and up
Theme: soccer, adventure
160 pages
34.000 words
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MOLLY EN SEB.
THE MONEY UNDERNEATH THE FLOORBOARD
New
Talent

|

Clavis Middle Grade

FELT-TIP WOODS
By the same author

Discovered by

New
Talent

Discovered by

Mussel Bird
29.500 words

• An imaginative story in which everything Tasko and Fenna
draw becomes real, for 9+
• A funny and exciting story about friendship and cats, for 10+
• An impressive debut – finally find out what your cat is thinking!

• Filled with fantasy and adventure
• With fun black-and-white illustrations

• With black-and-white illustrations
When Seb meets stray cat Molly, it’s friendship at first sight. What’s more:
they can talk to each other. Seb can hear what Molly’s thinking and she
understands what he’s saying. After her owner died, Molly fled from her house.
A scary lady lives there now, but somewhere in the house a lot of money is
hidden! Seb and Molly go look for the treasure, even though it means they
have to break into the house.

By Cat Calcoen and Michael Vincent
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
10 years and up
Theme: friendship, adventure, cats
200 pages
40.500 words

Anything is possible in a drawing. That’s why Tasko loves to draw. Together
with his friend Fenna he makes a drawing of a castle. With horses. And a
knight. And woods around it. It’s pretty! But then Tasko and Fenna suddenly
find themselves in the drawing. And they can only escape this fantasy world
by jumping from one adventure to another. Will the two children get back
home safe?

By Jeanet Kingma and Myriam Berenschot
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
9 years and up
Theme: fantasy, friendship, adventure
136 pages
32.300 words
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11 YEARS AND UP

WONDER WALT 2. HIGH VOLTAGE

| Clavis Middle Grade

THE RED BALL

• The second title about Wonder
Walt, an unexpected hero and his
sidekicks, for 10+

The first title about Onesmus

• With funny black-and-white
illustrations

First title about Wonder Walt

The White Spot
32.500 words

• The sequel to The White Spot – an inspiring trilogy about
a talented soccer player and about how soccer can be an
escape from desperate situations, for 11+
• Bestselling sports author Gerard van Gemert is closely
involved with Circle4Life, a foundation that helps underprivileged African families
Wonder Walt.
The Battle For the Stone
63.500 words

How could this happen? Walt was sure he lost his super powers, yet now he seems
to be developing a new gift. He can sense electricity and control it. Switch on the
lights and the television, control vehicles? No problem. But then an old enemy
appears who seems to have new powers as well. And when robots start to fly
around town that control the weather, it’s time for Wonder Walt to come into action.

By Rob Vangansewinkel and Chris Vosters
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
10 years and up
Theme: adventure, superheroes
152 pages
62.100 words

• With black-and-white illustrations

Onesmus Malandi’s dream isn’t over yet. Inside the walls of soccer school Ndoto
Ni, he tries to get even better, so he can travel to England next year. Because
that’s where “the white spot” is, a light in the distance: to play in the Premier
League. But it’s not simple. Corruption, assault and intimidation happen every
day at Ndoto Ni. Onesmus realizes he has to risk everything.

By Gerard van Gemert and Mark Janssen
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
11 years and up
Theme: ambition, soccer
136 pages
31.900 words
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11 YEARS AND UP

THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY

MATHILDE, I WILL FIND YOU

Based on a true story

Also by Inez van Loon

My Little Sister
50.400 words
Nominated for the
Thea Beckman Prize and
the Little Cervantes 2017

Anna’s Big Journey
52.000 words
Nominated for the
Thea Beckman Prize 2018

• An homage to hundreds of thousands of nameless children, in
the past and the present, who are victims of child labor, for 11+
• About the terrible vicious circle which leads to child labor –
and about a little girl who escaped her difficult situation in the
beginning of the 20th century.

No one today seems to realize it, but not that
long ago the lives of most children (and their
families) were a lot different than today …
Mathilde is my grandmother. As a child I used
to climb in my grandfather Adriaan’s lap to interview him “about the past.” He told me how
Mathilde ended up at the brickyard in 1900 and
had to work really hard as a child.
At the schools I visit I often tell children about
my Flemish grandparents who fled to the Netherlands during the bombing of Antwerp in the
First World War. And about my grandmother’s
tough childhood … The children used to ask
me: “Why don’t you write a book about that?”
That’s where I got the idea to retrace my grandmother’s footsteps and discover what her life
was like as a little girl.

• Protagonist Mathilde is the author’s grandmother.
Read their stories on the right!

Inez
The Rupel region, 1900. Because of family circumstances Mathilde ends up living
with her aunt and uncle. They live with nine children in a tiny house on a brick
yard. Everyone, young and old, has to work very hard making bricks. Mathilde
is shocked by how tough their lives are. Soon she decides she can’t spend her
whole life in a brickyard. However fond she is of Marie, Rosalie, Prosper and
Fonske … She wants to run!

By Inez van Loon
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
11 years and up
Theme: history, child labor
184 pages
43.500 words
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THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY

FULL MOON

Sometimes it takes a little coincidence to make
the pieces of the puzzle fall into place: a visit to
the International Slavery Museum in Liverpool,
the National Maritime Museum in Greenwich,
and numerous reports of drowned refugees
in the Mediterranean. When I stumbled upon
the infamous story of the Dutch-British slave
ship Zong (1781) I knew I could start writing
my novel.

Also by Luc Hanegreefs

Viking Blood
50.400 words

Cursed
60.900 words

Witch Kid
54.400 words

• An emotional historical novel filled with intrigues and secrets in a
well-researched setting, for 12+
• With a focus on the international slave trade
• Three storylines intertwine: a cabin-boy, a slave, and the daughter
of a plantation owner on the other side of the world
• How was the author drawn to this topic? Read his story on the right!

It’s as if the first journey of the slave ship Full Moon is cursed. The captain and the
crew are getting sick. The ship is driven off course. While a revolt of the slaves is
getting more and more likely, Cornelis and slave Yao are winning each other’s trust …
On the island of Jamaica Emily is having a fight with her father, the owner of a
sugarcane plantation. After their umpteenth clash about the treatment of slaves,
she is forced to leave for England, in spite of a threatening storm …

By Luc Hanegreefs
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
12 years and up
Theme: international slave trade
288 pages
63.200 words

It would be a story about how people are treated to the extreme as merchandise. But first and
foremost it is about how two teenagers deal with
this race and slavery issue: the runaway son of
a Dutch vicar turned ship’s boy, and the daughter of a rich British plantation owner in Jamaica.
On a higher level, it is a story about black and
white people being displaced, and trying to
settle in a place where they don’t belong.
Full Moon is a fictitious story with fictitious characters, but strongly based upon true events.

Luc
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THE PARAMETERS. EN GARDE!

| Clavis Middle Grade

CHECKLIST
Also by Coen de Kort

First title in the series

The parameters

Rat
40.100 words

The Parameters. The Last
Chance for Kosmos
77.400 words

About Murder and
That Sort of Things
41.500 words

• Second title in a unique new series in which past, present and
future collide, for 12+

• A funny, smart, slightly sarcastic
and shameless novel, for 14+

• In an ingenious mix of fiction and non-fiction you travel all over
the world and through time

• Perfectly captures the confusion of
a teenage crush

• Each title in the series focuses on a different branch in science,
wrapped in exciting and adventurous stories

Past. Tycho Brahe, the Danish astronomer and alchemist from the 16th century
is being threatened by powers from the future.
Present. The tension between Ite and her parameters rises. Ite discovers Kyra
knows more about her mother’s disappearance and maybe even played a part in it.
Future. The paradoxes realize how important Tycho Brahe must have been
for the development of space travel. If they can stop this scientist, they can
also stop the sun disaster.

By Peter Nys and Conz
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
12 years and up
Theme: science, adventure, mix of fiction
and non-fiction
300 pages

Bart wants a girlfriend. For various reasons. Three girls made it to his list:
Eva, Sharon and Isa. How will he choose? Happy single neighbor Joska
knows what to do: he’s an amateur scientist and thinks a study will do the
trick. For Bart it’s the start of a turbulent time. And then his parents’ marriage
gets in troubles and he has to go to Lieke, who’s always moody, for his
math’s tutoring. Bart can say goodbye to his well-organized life for a while.

By Coen de Kort
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
14 years and up
Theme: teenage crush, comedy
128 pages
28.900 words
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14 YEARS AND UP

SO MANY THINGS ARE FORBIDDEN

| Clavis Middle Grade

THE BATTLE WITH THE WHITE WOLF
The first two titles in the trilogy

Under the Spell of
the Wolf
86.000 words

The Gun
45.300 words

Hunt for the Antiserum
101.500 words

• The sequel to The Gun, an exciting novel that raises
intriguing questions, for 14+

• Final book in the amazing wolf trilogy that makes you
want to howl at the moon, for 14+

• A historical novel in a post-World War II setting

• Finally wraps up all the intrigues and storylines

September 1945. Things haven’t settled down after the Second World War. Nor
have the recent adventures of Jan and his friends. Who murdered the policeman?
Is Ziska also in love with Jan? How is Jan’s father, who now only has one leg,
recovering from his stay in the camps? Which secret does Douwe try to hide?
And why aren’t Loes and her stepfather getting along? The war and its after pain
still raise a lot of questions.

By Ria Lazoe
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
14 years and up
Theme: WWII, intrigues
192 pages
50.500 words

Esther and Jonathan are still being hunted by Crustonic. That louche company
is researching genetic manipulation and needs stem cells from teenagers.
But that’s not Esther and Jonathan’s only problem. They are being attacked
by a wolf they can’t seem to catch. And on top of that, the air smells like
romance. But the two need to focus on their mission, because Crustonic
needs to come to an end!

By Christine Charliers
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
14 years and up
Theme: wolves, powers, mystery
392 pages
112.500 words
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Clavis Uitgeverij

New
Talent

FATAL GAME

Discovered by

The red-and-white police tape makes it painfully
clear that it all really happened. I stare into the
emptiness that’s left, to the house that’s no longer a
house, the skeletons that are still standing. I lift the
tape and walk towards it. This is reality, cold and
hard reality. My house, our house, is no longer fit
to live in. We are homeless. Hobos.
From: Fatal Game

• A nerve-wracking novel about pestering and revenge,
for young adults
• Carmen and her sister Jessy are very close –
how far will Carmen go to save her little sister?
• Clavis debut by a prolific book vlogger –
received raving reviews!

THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY
I’ve been telling stories ever since I was a little girl, but I only started writing them down in
secondary school. I love reading thrillers and I
write about the things I’m scared of.
Fatal Game is about two sisters, and one of them
is kidnapped. I can’t bear the thought of something like that happening to me. The strong connection I have with my own sister made it easy
to imagine how I would feel in the situation, but
some scenes gave me sleepless nights. Nightmares and a racing heart are reactions to Fatal
Game I often hear from readers, and secretly
I love hearing that. As a thriller author there’s
nothing more fun than scaring your readers.
Chinouk

What kind of sick game is this? After her little sister Jessy is kidnapped, the kidnapper sends Carmen all sorts of assignments. Only if she plays along willingly
and solves all the riddles, will the two girls get to see each other again. At least,
that’s what the kidnapper says. Together with her friends Carmen tries to find her
sister, but things are getting more and more dangerous. How far is she willing
to go to save her sister?

By Chinouk Thijssen
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
Young Adult
Theme: bullying, revenge
200 pages
62.300 words
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15 YEARS AND UP

THE HIGHEST PRICE

New
Talent

DREAMCATCHER

| Clavis Young Adult

Young Adult
bestsellers!

Discovered by

Also by Kaat De Kock
Also by Lena De Coninck

Stronger
Than You
37.800 words

Four Seasons
63.400 words
Nominated for the Thea
Beckman Prize 2017

Chemistry

31.500 words

I’ll Be Fine

32.500 words

• The author knows how to combine a light-hearted
story about love and a difficult home situation with
a father who’s ill
• An unexpected ending: Fleur is set on finding
love in America but finds it much closer to home

• Written in a very modern and appealing way:
with many emails and text messages in the story

By Lena De Coninck
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
Young Adult
Theme: friendship, love
176 pages
34.200 words

Sold to Korea!
31.900 words

• The fifth story by bestselling YA author Kaat
De Kock – a spirited novel about summer love
and real love

• A lifelike story about friendship, love and teen
prostitution, for young adults

Fifteen-year-old Jana is hanging with her friends at the shopping mall, though her
shopping budget is smaller than everyone else’s. But then her parents’ divorce
comes with real money problems, and Jana makes a decision: she registers on
a dating site, where she meets men who pay for sex. Jana is horrified, but at the
same time, all the presents and the money boost her confidence. And then it
turns out her decision also has consequences for others …

Selfie

When she’s on vacation in America, Fleur meets the handsome and sweet
Josh, and they immediately fall in love. Back home Fleur wants to forget
about him, but they keep chatting and e-mailing. Then she meets Matthias,
who’s looking for a travel companion to go on a road trip through the USA.
Fleur hesitates, but when she can no longer deal with her father’s disease,
she decides to run to Josh. It’s the start of a journey with a surprising end.

By Kaat De Kock
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
Young Adult
Theme: summer love, traveling, adventure
240 pages
56.900 words
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15 YEARS AND UP

CIRCE

New
Talent

Discovered by

• Circe is an intriguing and heavy novel about family ties,
psychoses and friendship, for young adults
• Amazing debut by our youngest author!

This is the debut of a young writer – but the theme,
style, character development and build-up
can measure up to the work of more established
authors. Publishers usually don’t give their personal
recommendations, but I had to make an exception
for Circe. This book deserves to be read. Because
Nell De Smedt is born to write.
- Kristien Werck, Publisher

Life is a rollercoaster circling down. At least it is for Fiona Caligue. After a neardeath-experience she meets Circe, a mysterious girl with the talent to disappear
at inappropriate times. Are they friends? Best friends? Lovers? After a few strange
incidents Fiona starts to wonder if Circe has the best intentions. It’s scary that the
most intense relationship she has, is also the relationship she’s most insecure
about …

By Nell De Smedt
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
Young Adult
Theme: family ties, psychoses, problematic friendships
296 pages
72.700 words

THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY
The idea for the story was born during a summer
in the mountains. There wasn’t much to do, and
I imagined what it would be like to live there all
year round. Just watching the seasons pass.
This became the background of the story. At
that time I was also fascinated by psychiatry,
and the idea you could become detached with
reality and your own self. The agony my main
character has to suffer through was inspired by
this fascination, but also by the Odyssey, one of
the classics we studied in school. (I study Latin
and Greek in high school.)
My dad helped me with the very first draft of
the story; it was only eleven pages long back
then and had a different ending. After I wrote
and rewrote it a million times I sent it to Clavis
Publishing, but I never expected such an enthusiastic response. Now that the book is finally
here, the responses from readers are also very
exciting. I already did a few interviews, for a
national newspaper and the television news; it
is all very scary and thrilling at the same time.
And I can’t wait to start writing again!
Nell
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THE STORY BEHIND THE STORY

SLAVES. RAVEN 2
First titles in this series

Slaves. Raven 1
91.000 words

Slaves. Dante 1
95.000 words

• Third title in the sensational series Slaves about a future filled
with power and slavery, for young adults
• Raven 1, the first title in the series, has won the Children
and Youth Jury Prize in 2017 for the best young adult novel!
• Read about Miriam Borgermans’ fascination for this topic
on the right

Now that Seamus is furious with her, Raven is being tested to the limit at the
Reservation. Luckily, there’s Lewin … but why is Lewin acting so strange? And
who are those living underground? When mysterious things start to happen and
Raven meets more and more disgust, distrust, lies, secrets, superstition, rules,
punishments and even betrayal, she realizes that nowhere is safe. Then winter
is coming to the Reservation, a deadly winter …

By Miriam Borgermans
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
Young Adult
Theme: dystopian, slavery
440 pages
100.200 words

Freedom has affected my life deeply. I jumped
out of planes when I was eighteen. I swam in
wild mountain rivers and longed for wild, deep
forests. I wanted to see it all. After a study in
science and a journey in the mysterious world of
banking, I decided to explore my own imagination. Increasing reality with imagination became
my motto. Questions arose.
What if multinationals and banks
really took over world power?
What if AI and social media mean
the end of freedom?
What if billions of unemployed people
are doomed to work as slaves?

My Slaves characters are confronted with a cruel
society. They hit rock-bottom. They see themselves confronted with absolute power – while
they lack it. There is nowhere to go. They can’t
escape. But they won’t rest. They had a slogan
at the Academy: Head down. Stay cool. They
discover slavery could be an inner feeling but
so could freedom. They keep persistently seeing
hope – even when it is at the end of the universe.
Miriam
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16 YEARS AND UP

THE GATHERING

LEFT BEHIND

| Clavis Young Adult

Autobiographical

Also by Astrid Witte

Dead Wrong
22.300 words

Mirror Girl
32.600 words

In a future where immortality isn’t just a dream, some people
want to go back to a world where you could just die when you
were old. This grouping calls itself LALD (Live and Let Die),
and they aim for a natural way to live, and a natural way to
die. Deyno is fascinated by the ideas of LALD and wants to
join them, especially when he falls in love with Amber. But the
more he gets involved with this grouping, the more he realizes
that nothing is what it seems.
By Astrid Witte
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
Young Adult
Theme: protest, love
168 pages
39.500 words

• Surprising sci-fi that makes you think about belonging,
protest and love, for young adults
• This book raises very important questions –
be prepared to lose some sleep

When Only Darkness Remains is the first part of
The Infinity Trilogy. It’s autobiographical, but I
also wrote it because a shocking number of
children are still being abused. The same happened to
me. People often think it’s your own fault if you can’t live
at home anymore. When Only Darkness Remains tackles
these opinions and shows that you’re not alone. It shows
that you should never give up. And don’t let anyone
deprive you of hope for better times or for infinite love.
Because you can find it. Have faith in yourself.
- Susanne Koster about the first title in
the Infinity Trilogy

• Second title in the touching Infinity Trilogy
about abuse, hope and infinite love, for
young adults.

First title in the series

• Based on the life of author Susanne Koster

Jonka is placed in a home, at the urgent request of her stepdad. From then
on she only has one mission: to not be a burden and not to tell anyone about
what happened at home. Still, something is eating at her: her mother didn’t
stop her stepdad … After a lot of wandering, Jonka breaks loose from her
home and chooses her own path, despite the pain and the feeling she’s
abandoned.

By Susanne Koster
Hardback
145 x 210 mm
Young Adult
Theme: abuse, hope
296 pages
74.000 words

When Only Darkness
Remains
74.300 words
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